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about a month in punching out the links, punching in that time pro- 
bably 200 links. 

In answer to an inquiry, Mr. Joy said, that two streams of water 
played over the disk as it revolved, to keep it cool; it must not be too 
much cooled, however, otherwise the machine did not work well, and 
the crushing piece got frequently broken ; the machine was allowed to 
get about as hot as the hand could bear, and then it worked well. 

Tile number of rivets made per day by the macbine depended much 
on the form of the head: an ordinary snap or semicircular head was 
the best to make, but full large heads with flat tops were most difficult, 
requiring so much material to be crushed up to form the head; and 
some ~-in. rivets that they had made with large heads, took as much as 
2½ inches length of body to make the head. Any form or size of head, 
however, could be made in the machine by simply changing the header 
for one of the required shape. The number of rivets made per day by 
the present machine, in regular work, was about as follows:-- 

{ - i d c h  r i ve t s ,  3 i n c h e s  long ,  w h e n  f i n i s h e d ,  30  c w t s .  o r  4 0 0 0  r i v e t s  d e r  d a y .  
~ " 3 " " 25 " 6 5 0 0  " 

" 2~ " " 20  " 9 0 0 0  " 
½ ,, 2~ . . . .  15 ,, ]2000 ,, 

The cost of the machine, including an apparatus for moulding and 
cast ing the dies, was about £300. 

Inst.  Mech. Eng., No~'. 7, 1861. 

Translated for the Journal of the Franklin Institute, 

On a _Peculiar Mode of _Producing ScaT-bubbles. By M. FELIX 
1 P L A T E A U .  

As a simple student of the Faculty of Sciences, I should have re- 
garded it as premature to submit to the Academy the results of aa 
observation which chance alone furnished to me ; but I yielded to the 
urgent solicitations of my father, who thinks the observation curious 
in itself, and important in reference to a question in Meteorology. 

1 had gone, at the request of my father, to throw away in the gar- 
den a liquid which had served to produce the sheets and which was 
contained in a capsule. I wished to try, by throwing it obliquely, to 
spread it out in a sheet: I did, in fact, obtain a sheet, but to my sur- 
prise I saw it convert itself into a hollow ~ubble from 3 to 3'5 inches 
in diameter, falling slowly. I repeated the experiment a great number 
of times, using simply soap-suds, and I found it to succeed certainly: 
only, there almost always formed several bubbles, sometimes as many 
as fifteen : their diameter, which in the largest reached from 3 to 3'5 
inches, was less in proportion as they were more numerous. 

The conditions which appeared to me to be the best, were as fol- 
lows: Take a vessel of basin shape and about 6 inches in diameter: 
(you may succeed, but less easily, with vessels of other forms and di- 
mensions:) the liquid must be in considerable quantity; throw it at 
an angle of about 45 ° with the horizon, turning rapidly around, so as 
to produce as extensive a sheet 'as possible. The liquid which has 
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given me the best results is 1 part of Marseilles soap in 40 parts of 
water. 

In order to unravel more clearly the manner in which the pheno- 
menon took place, I observed from an upper window, while another 
person placed below, performed the experiment as I have explained. 

I thus discovered that the liquid sheet of very irregular form and 
indented on the edges, was resolved along the edge into numerous full 
drops, while the rest was generally torn into several parts, each one 
of which closed up rapidly so as to form a complete hollow bubble. 

My father sees in this phenomenon, an argument in support of the 
vesicular state of the vapors in clouds. In fact, one of the principal 
objections urged against this hypothesis consists in the impossibility 
of conceiving how the molecules of the vapor could, whilst it was pass- 
ing to the liquid state, aggregate together so as to form envelopes en- 
closing air. Now, we see that such an aggregation in closed envelopes 
is not immediately necessary; it is sufficient that the molecules of 
water should unite in open sheets of any figures and curvatures : each 
of these lamellm will immediately close so as to give rise to :a vesicle. 
:Doubtless the character of these lamellee is itself not easily conceived; 
but it appears at least much more admissible than the entire forma- 
tion of the vesicles.--Cosmos. 

Quicksilver Mines of 1Yew Almaden, California. 
From the Lond. Mining Journal~ No. 1357. 

The latest advices from California state that the quicksilver mines 
of l~ew Almaden, which were so long a subject of litigation, are now 
again in full operation, and that their yield is immense. According to 
one account, the workmen have reached the depth of 18 ft. below the 
surface, and the quicksilver is still found in little globules, so thick 
that a stream almost follows the stroke of the pick. The San .Fran. 
eiseo Mining and •clentifie Press says--"  There have been many re- 
cent discoveries of rich cinnabar in various portions of our prolific 
State, in consequence of the long stoppage of the great New Almaden 
Mine, owing to tedious and vexatious litigation. This mine, however, 
is at last in full operation again, and its annual product of over 
1,000,000 Ibs. of quicksilver will again be in the market. The :New 
Almaden, New Idria, Enriquita, and Gaudaloupe Mines of Santa Clara 
county, with the many recently discovered and only partially worked 
cinnabar veins of Napa and Sonamo counties (which contain liquid 
quicksilver), already turn out some 4,000,000 lbs. of quicksilver per 
annum--an amount nearly large enough to supply the world--and, 
doubtless, when these latter shall have been more thoroughly opened, 
the yield will reach tl~e high figure of 8,000,000 lbs., the value of 
which, at the rate of 30 cts. per lb., would be no less than ~2,400,000; 
and this we think is a moderate estimate. Hittell sets the average 
aggregate annual yield of the four great Santa Clara Mines at 
3~510,000 lbs., but it has reached as high as 4,275,000 lbs.; and as 


